2012 KEURING REPORTS

Blalock Lakes – Newnan, GA
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These remarks are for a snapshot
in the lifetime of these horses. We
encourage owners and breeders
to attend keurings whenever
possible for further evaluation of
their horses, their breeding goals
and breeding directions.
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Hosts: Sandi Lieb
Jury: Bart Henstra - Netherlands, Lana Sneddon - Indiana.
At the beautiful facility, Blalock Lakes, Jos and Laura Sevriens hosted the Keuring in
Georgia. Good weather conditions supported the keuring for a good presentation of
the horses.
Dressage Mares
The day started with the Dressage IBOP where two daughters of Rousseau received
passing scores. We’ve watched both mares since their first successful presentation
as foals in Alabama. Breeder/owner Julie Ballard Haralson received applause for
tackling the ride on her big framed Evelina HF (out of Resina keur by Flemmingh)
scored 75 points in the IBOP and DG Bar cup for her good posture and rideability.
Her elegant half-sister Ezabella HF scored 78 points and showed her talent with
supple and light-footed gaits. She impressed with her powerful and clear walk, good
use of the hind leg and the use of her body during the whole presentation.
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Later both mares were presented for studbook entry and both flew through that to
the ster predicate and the keur eligible status. Added to their passing IBOPs and
PROK certificates, there are two new elite mares at Haralson Farm. Evelina HF was
honored as Best Adult Dressage horse at this keuring.
Jumping Mares
Best Adult Jumper mare was the long-lined, Register A mare, Eclipse SCF. Having
fulfilled all her veterinary requirements, she entered the studbook, earned her ster
predicate and was deemed keur eligible. Eclipse SCF (Balou du Rouet out of Nova
keur by Consul), full sister to Judgement-ISF, was bred by Dr. Carlos and Karin
Jimenez and is owned by Amanda Lorinc. She has powerful gaits, and a wellbalanced canter. Eclipse SCF jumps upward, has enough reflexes and good arc in her
jumping. She also is scopey and careful.

Eclipse SCF

Young Horses
This keuring concluded with the classes of the young dressage horses. Two yearlings
earned a first premium, with the gelding Got Rhythum in first place. Got Rhythum
(Negro pref out of Prima Donna sport/dr by Donnerhall) bred and owned by Cecelia
Stewart, has an elegant uphill build with a good top line. His powerful hind leg in the
trot makes him a potential top dressage horse with a lot of ability for collection.
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The expressively moving Genevieve HF (Winningmood out of Bonbini elite by Oscar,
bred and owned by Julie Ballard Haralson) placed second with the remarks that she
should be longer-lined and more elegant in order receive higher scores.
Top foal of the keuring and best young dressage horse was again bred and owned by
Julie Ballard Haralson. Harriet HF (Uphill out of Deodora HF ster by Jazz pref) is a very
good dressage type, is long legged and has an uphill confirmation with well
developed withers. She is very supple in movement with good bending of the joints.
Next stop, Florida.

List of first premiums and passing IBOPs
Foals - Dressage
# 73 Hariet HF (Uphill x Jazz)
# 71 Halo HF (UB 40 x Flemmingh)
# 75 Hot to Trot (Ampere x Donnerhall)
# 72 Harper Elise TBF (Wamberto x Contango)

Reports from the Road generally
feature first premium horses.
More complete results will be
published at a later date.

Yearlings - Dressage
# 78 Got Rythum (Negro x Donnerhall)
# 76 Genevieve HF (Winningmood x Oscar)
Stb and Ster Inspection – Dressage Mares
# 84 Evelina HF (Rousseau x Flemmingh) elite
# 85 Ezabella HF (Rousseau x Flemmingh) elite
Stb and Ster Inspection – Jumping Mares
# 86 Eclipse SCF (Balou du Rouet x Consul) keur eligible
IBOP - Dressage
84 Evelina HF (Rousseau x Flemmingh) 75
# 85 Ezabella HF (Rousseau x Flemmingh) 78
DG Bar Cup for 3-Year Olds
84 Evelina HF (Rousseau x Flemmingh) 75
# 85 Ezabella HF (Rousseau x Flemmingh) 78

